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Abstract
The survival of organizations in the present time depends upon the frequency, height and effectiveness of business breakthroughs and management of Innovation. Innovation can’t be successfully introduced and never be sustained without managing & filtering the Information flow on daily basis. Poor information flow/data management systems consume extensive resources and waste energies of the management on tasks not required. Now business analytics tools have been observed delivering right decision support to the right people at right time for right markets. Managers in South Asia seems loosing the opportunity where by virtue of their experience and new essential skills they can make significant contributions on uplifting organizations from mediocre to high performing. Integrating Analytics across the organization can flourish innovativeness because it has become unnecessary to just keep on knowing what has happened and why it was so. Business leaders are in acute need of updating themselves on what is happening at the moment, what’s likely to happen next and what actions should our businesses take to get the optimal results. A qualitative study was conducted in Pakistan which highlights that organizations are lagging behind and are hardly able to add value to their products and services only due to miss management of information flow. The paper promotes the integration of innovativeness with analytics for a prosperous corporate Pakistan.
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INTRODUCTION

In the present time, organizations in South Asian region need to make radical change, or changes that can at least ensure their survival in this competitive, rapidly changing world. It was known, business leaders of the region are facing a core challenge i.e. where will be there organizations in the next two, three and five years from now and how they will reach there? Previously in the Asian region countries like Thailand, Korea, Taiwan and Malaysia had improved their organizations’ management system through implementation of ISO 9001 quality system standards (Thomas, Shoji and Robert 1999). The standards were helpful enough to standardize the daily practices and systems in these countries. May studies has been conducted to find out the relationship between successful implementation of ISO standards, information analysis, firms’ performance, initial phase problems and maturity period benefits in varied dimensions (Ali 2002, Rana 2009). Furthermore, it has also been argued by researchers that the key to survival in any sector is the fundamental change in an organization’s direction – as a response to some abrupt and radical change in its market environment (Andrew 2010). This highlights the needs that organizations have to focus on market intelligence, it was observed that information is already available with the businesses but they lack the analytic maturity to explore the patterns hidden therein (Brodbeck et.al 2009).

In the present era, we are engulfed with tsunami of data and we keep on collecting it as long as we get the meaningful information. Every day we create, collect, store and retrieve massive data sets from emails, product /service records, performance specifications, competition and above all the customer feedback (Thomas 2010). One can define data as the qualitative or quantitative characteristic of an item or service delivered. This data is processed to get information which becomes knowledge. The past data when retrieved and processed to get insight for a competitive scenario, knowledge enhancement objective and to spur innovation using IT, mathematical modeling and statistical tools is known as “Business Analytics” (Efraim, Jay, et. al 2002).

Thomas Davenport, Jean G. Harris has defined Business Analytics (BA) as using data, statistical, qualitative, quantitative analysis, predictive models and factual approach to decision making. The factual approach drives better planning and action (2010). This is not new to businesses but the real difference lies how, where and when to use what model. Business analytics (BA) has been defined by Matthew & Thomas (2008) as Data access, reporting and analysis by using some software application to drive business performance and make decisions. Professional are using Business Analytics in almost all type of industries to help their organizations make faster and informed decisions to develop new as well as improve existing products and services. Business Analytics has become the science of fair play with data through
widespread application of statistics and information technology to draw conclusion. In engineering or operations management we are using this to verify or disprove existing models or theories (Ohri Ajay2010).

Today's business scenario in developing countries is very unpredictable, more complex and uncertain than any time in recent years. Under the situation businesses in these countries are charged with responsibility to explore better ways to realize favorable outcomes, increase revenue while lowering costs and effectively manage the risks. During the recent past business intelligence earned a high value for making businesses successful but today's competitive environment has pushed these to a mandatory level for sustainability (Udo G et al. 2008). This has also been discussed by IBM Institute as the “New Normal” (IBM 2012). The study states; due to the frequent, high paced, disruptive change and louder customer voices have changed the very basic and old established buyer and seller relationships. Now, apart from customers' organizations must comply requirements of other stakeholders like regulators, registrar and governments where transparent transactions are included as mode of survival. These requirements often seem supporting each other and sometime conflicting. The phenomena demands a complete new set of business measurement and analysis where managers can get auto-feedback on the process performance as well as alerts on regulatory requirements' deadlines or standards. Without that new systems business seems caught in unnecessary activities instead of utilizing time for more profitable avenues (Zairi 2009)

As far as the selection of this study is concerned, three major factors provide motivation to conduct research on the topic. Firstly, to-date there is no existing theoretical model or explanation on how business analytics is directly associated with innovation and competitive edge. Development of some theoretical model /framework will be quite helpful for business professionals, academicians and researchers who are engaged with BA. Secondly, researches conducted so far on the subject are of quantitative nature utilizing RBV (Pavlou and El Sawy 2006). In contrast, author has proposed a qualitative research that give emphasis to the challenges and action based views of corporate managers (Sambamurthy et al. 2003; Shanks and Sharma 2011). This will describe why actions were required, how these actions guide on changes for innovation in operational capabilities of an organization. Thirdly, technology is changing very fast and businesses are deploying the same to get early benefits but in many cases the relation of adopted technology is not known to a specific business domain (Satya 2012). Use of Analytics is growing very fast in industry a model will be developed that will help organizations to draw relationship between various BA tools, Innovation and firm performance.

Above objectives will therefore contribute to the BA literature by developing a theoretical framework which will elaborates on how business analytics may lead to innovation that in turn
add to strategic management and decision making literature with an evolutionary perspective toward transformation of operational capabilities. Due to several underlying reasons it will be worthwhile knowing how BA systems lead to organizational innovation (Zairi 2013). Firstly, many firms are investing on BA systems to see breakthrough improvements in performance. Secondly, as per Gartner's 2008 study conducted in Asia Pacific, business intelligence applications' are among the key priority items & a high usage of information and analytics (8th important business priority for Chief Information Officers). Thirdly, even a lot is known about how companywide information systems bring value to organizations (Gattiker and Goodhue 2005; Seddon et al. 2010) but this is not true for BA systems because value provided by companywide information systems is just at company level using manual approaches depending upon process standardization and optimization tools. Contrary to this, the value from BA systems is accessible companywide which is evolutionary in nature but improvement depends on timely access and business analytics application capability (Sarita 2013).

**Purpose of the Study**
To date no qualitative or even quantitative study has been conducted in Pakistan that can narrate direct opinions of professionals as well as find if there is any linkage among business analytics and business breakthrough innovation.

Presently, objective of top and middle management in high performing organizations is on whether organization is getting full use of data being collected from all operations from supplier capability analysis to customer satisfaction and competition. Senior leader most importantly seeks information on competition. That covers how they are accessing the insights on changing customer and market behaviors, how they are reaching on cutting edge insights? (Grove 2010) What's their focus on the expenses while providing quality products. How new technology introduction will be taken by their customers and technology will reshape the relations. It has become unnecessary to just keep on knowing what has happened and why it was so. Business leaders are in acute need of updating themselves on what is happening at the moment, what's likely to happen next and what actions should businesses take to get the optimal results (Subramanian 2007). This is valid for Pakistan too. India is witnessing a rapid growth in business analytics and Pakistan although has started moving on to the field but the growth in Pakistan is very slow as compared with the challenge (Ali 2011). This was may be due to the information technology infrastructure offered by governments which should cover programs and facility to spur business analytics growth.
Research Questions & Research Gap

1- How firms Exploit Data and information through analytics supported by new technology to improve quality, introduce new products and customer value?

2- How Information Analysis, Decision Support and Breakthrough Management are linked together and may help propose a model or structure for integrating information analysis into decision making to nurture breakthrough innovation?

3- How information analytics is Reshaping the Way business organizations operate?

4- How (externally) Customers are more Integrated into value creation and needs determination through proactive means?

5- How value chain analysis is viewed by staff to deliver high performance in speed, quality, reliability etc by way of information analytics.

Study has been conducted through observing organizations cases, managers’ opinion, daily experiences with reference to business analysis and their link with research questions. This has helped identify following major gaps which provide enough satisfaction and encourage researcher to work on the proposal.

To bring breakthrough innovations, a company’s members must learn to continually upgrade their ways of leading the business, routine working and thinking through measurement and analysis. They must learn to regularly tap the vast creative potential of everyone in their group (Zeisler 2003).

The above task can’t be accomplished in the absence of a good daily information management system. Daily management serve on standardizing the work of an entity. Greg Watson has taken this as; Daily management (kaizen applied to the business process fundamentals) is the basic control process of a business. On the other hand strategic change initiatives are introduced, coordinated and aligned through Hoshin i.e a Japanese method for strategic management where everyone in the company knows the direction of their business (Watson 2002). The time dedicated to both daily management and hoshin objectives varies according to job assignment and level within the company. He suggests, it should be known how much time senior management in a company is spending on hoshin breakthrough objectives as well as the fraction of time spent by line managers on daily work in Asia, Europe and US (Greg 2000). If this is known, one can effectively deploy process wuth adequate analytics matrices throughout the business setting. While discussing breakthrough innovations Peter Drucker the management guru informed, the companies which are considered being innovative can be easily distinguished by two traits; 1) Exploit their unexpected successes before competitors do. 2) Have the ability to address unexplained failures. The need to develop a model on these two elements will be the core requirement of success if one needs to survive (Tushman, Michael, and Charles 2002).
Customer requirements and expectations, market conditions and information communication channels are getting new shapes. So, currently there is dearth of serious knowledge which connects together the daily and breakthrough management to seek answers to these challenges. The task of investigating and codifying methods of management in the context of new common elements of business will be an important realm of future study (Shoji Shiba, David Walden 2007).

Beside that Six Sigma is also being considered as a mechanism to introduce breakthrough improvements and add to performance results of companies. Researchers agrees that six sigma although being a tool for breakthrough will be less effective, waste resources of an organization and even riskier one in the absence of good information management systems. One of these systems, which is known as daily management, is needed to support the daily work by identifying, prioritizing, and assigning resources to continuously improve the process within a team-based framework (Steven, Michael 2002).

Therefore, researchers today are of the view we should focus researches in areas where big management disciplines like business excellence, six sigma and breakthrough management rely on managing the information in a daily fashion. Moreover, how unique their business information and intelligent systems are (Provost 2013). Therefore, it is important to explore the significant similarities between these disciplines w.r.t. Daily business analytics through a unique model to improve management systems, make businesses and employee prosperous. It has also provide insight that previously the relation of business analytics tools and performance management exist but while reviewing the literature no evidence was found on the relations of analytics tools and organizational breakthrough innovation.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this study to distinguish between various trends in Business Analytics and Breakthrough Innovation related literature from the last 15 years (1998–2013) was collected from various digital sources, reputed journals, magazines, white papers and valid industry report.

In order to ensure consistency in data and to maintain relevance throughout the collection process, I have searched only the publications that contained the keywords analytics, business analytics, innovation, performance within their title, abstract, or indexing. The choice of above five keywords was intended to focus our search and analysis on publications of direct relevance to our interest. However, this search procedure may also omit articles that use other BA relevant terms (e.g., big data, data warehousing, data mining) but not the above five specific keywords in the title or abstract. The same limitation is ordinary in bibliometric studies (Chen H.2011).
Studies confirm the strong relationship between the innovations and firms’ operating profit margin. Geroski et al. (1993). Study further explored that innovative firms are more profitable than non-innovative firms. In 1998 a study conducted by Han et al. (1998) empirically tested relationship among market orientation, innovation and firms’ performance in US finance industry. This study describes that administrative and technical innovativeness of a company had positive impact on its performance. This has also been verified through product innovativeness effects on its profit sustainability of firms in U.S. pharmaceutical sector (Roberts 1999). Furthermore, expected relationship of services or product innovation tendency and high profitability was also supported through the study. A framework was developed by the Calantone et al. (2002) to explore relationship between innovativeness and firms performance in the U.S. manufacturing & service entities. Like above mentioned studies, this one also highlights that firm innovativeness is strongly correlated with firm performance. The relation between organizational innovation, quality, growth, profitability and market value was also examined by Cho and Pucik (2005) by use of structural equation at U.S. finance industry. This study shows that innovativeness mediates the relationship between quality and growth, quality mediates the relationship between innovativeness and profitability.

Han, Kim and Srivastava has described a positive link innovation and a firm’s performance (1998). Outcomes of their work highlights that innovation is positively related to performance outcomes. Furthermore, it also highlights the strong positive relation of innovation with efficiency related gains in a firm but it also shows a weak relationship with financial performance.

As the core purpose of Business Analytics tools and techniques is to promote the need for companywide communication on key deliverables which are being used by other units. Communication through BA tools facilitates the dissemination of timely and needed information across the company. This in turn promotes increased information exchange and diversity of ideas created within an organization (Ahuja 2000).

Business Analytics systems are known as a source of value for companies while facilitating improvement at business processes, company performance and providing advantage over competitors (Davenport and Harris 2007). It has been elaborated in many case studies that business analytics systems enhance high performance (Davenport and Harris 2007; Carte et al. 2005; Hamm 2009; Kohavi et al. 2002; Piccoli and Watson 2008). Likewise, industry reports also highlight gains achieved from business analytics systems (Ellis 2009; Williams and Williams 2006). Despite the discussed significant empirical evidence that business analytics tools give value to an organizational processes, no study to date has been able to provide a
sound theoretical basis for understanding of how this value linked to innovation which ensures future growth.

Carla O Dell in 2012 described the knowledge creation and link of business analytics. She informed that currently Social media and mobile devices are redefining the way work was being done in past. Performance measurement and reporting has become more sophisticated. ICT to capture Knowledge will develop interest and new type of conversations with business leaders. Use of communication technologies where providing insight for quick decision making will also be helpful in knowing how knowledge management by way of analytics is making a great difference to solve problems and innovate systems (Sergey 2011, Harindranath 2008).

Therefore, above studies have been helpful to let us know the relationship of Innovation to High performance and in turn know high performance relationship with business Analytics tools. Thus it can be easily drawn from above review that business Analytics indirectly helping spur breakthrough innovation in organizations of all size and type. Whether BA directly link with innovativeness is a case yet to be established through this study.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Given above relation of Business Analytics with organizations’ performance and innovation require a theoretical framework which can help explore business analytics in an entire new dimension i.e. innovation (Han JK, Kim N. et. al 1998). As discussed relation of business analytics with improved or high firm performance has been validated by above studies likewise it has also been confirmed through literature review that improved firm performance has strong positive relation with innovativeness of the company. The direct relation of business analytics with breakthrough innovation has not been studied yet (Pankaj 2011, Watson J2007). The research study require to develop a theoretical framework that may add to the exiting body of knowledge as well as strengthen the existing business analytics, performance management and breakthrough theories (Ali Sajid 2011, Zairi 2009).

The following theoretical framework has been proposed. The purpose is how we can position analytics, firms’ performance and breakthrough in corporate/industrial sector (Davenport and Harris 2007). It will support professionals, researchers and academicians with their varied performance analysis requirements at required organizational levels. In corporate sector professionals come across with different sets of analytics to perform several tasks. The tools are used separately for each areas but compliance to research objective breakthrough innovation by way of analytics, their interconnectivity to perform integrated performance management tasks will be ensured. The framework devised is being described here as under;
a. **Analytics:** This has been defined by Watson (2007) as a concept that is encompassing data-driven decision making. This description of the analytics remains same whether one is working in industrial, banking, healthcare, education or general customer services. In this study it will be explored what tools can be effectively used to drive high performance as well as Innovation.

b. **Business Analytics:** *Business analytics* allows floor, divisional management and senior executives to set and access the performance indicators through purpose built information dashboards—of how the business in totality and its various units (HR, Quality, Manufacturing, Sales, Marketing etc.) are performing (IBM 2012). In the study the coordinated work arranged by management on Statistics and IT will be assessed which enable professionals as well as experts to develop customized BA application or select readymade solutions from a broader list. Previous studies as discussed above has proved the benefits that professionals can get from BA. The benefits include *value*, skill, behavioral and perceptual indicators (Wheeler 2002). Typical BA measures include increased revenue, decreased operational costs, increased customer loyalty and satisfaction, more efficient processes and reduced inventory (Carte et al. 2005; Davenport and Harris 2007; Piccoli and Watson 2008). Increased *competitive advantage*, that is, an organization’s ability to make above average profits within a given
industry sector, is a possible benefit (Davenport and Harris 2007). Finally on innovation, revenues from new and modified products and services are other possible benefit firms can witness from (Aral and Weill 2007). Specific measures will depend on the nature of the business analytics-driven initiatives undertaken within the organization.

c. Predictive Analytics: This performs the role of connector between data, intelligent action which is guided by analysis of same data and these lead to informed decision making (Gaurav2013). The Predictive analytics process serves all the operations of a business. There is dire need that manufacturing and quality now must move from the traditional reporting system to take insight (Michael Hopkins 2010). The focus of the study will be to know how and when to use predictive analytics. Action analytics provide opportunities to businesses on aligning their corporate strategic goals with daily performance measures for better decision making. This can be deployed in targeted areas and can be expanded across emerging needs of a business (Donald Norris, Linda Baer et.al 2008).

d. Organizational Culture: Impact of organizational culture will also be studied in the research. As in organizations which are using any kind of BA tool, executives are charged with the responsibility to make fact based decisions. These professional will be helpful in creating such culture which can facilitate performance measurement through identification of key deliverables at all levels and functions.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Purposive sampling method was utilized for informant selection. The technique is being widely used in research to facilitate deliberate selection of participants in a qualitative study (Bernard 2010). As the research objectives were already known, so, this tool helped selecting the informants who can share their knowledge and specific business analysis experience and firms' innovativeness. In qualitative research there are no fix and defined rules for sample size (Baum 2002, Patton2002), in most of the cases it is connected with how much detail and depth is required by study objectives (Miles & Huberman 1994; Patton 2002). So, sample was taken on the basis of continuous data comparison and richness around specific phenomenon instead of random sampling (Ezzy 2002).

Semi-structured interviews were conducted. The interviews were arranged with the management staffs who were working as departmental heads and section in-charges. They were asked to narrate their experiences on the use of business analytics and breakthrough innovations achieved during the period. Participants were also requested to support their views
and opinions through valid documents like independent reports on firm performance, newsletter, industry analysis and reviews by top management (Riessman, C. K. 2002). Interviewees were selected from ERP user firms’ professionals. It was ensured that the respondent must have at least 4-5 years experience in the field of business analytics or simply the business analysis. Table-1 highlights the characteristics of the participants. Each interview lasted between 35 – 50 minutes. These were then transcribed, coded and analyzed to derive key phenomenological themes. The themes were then incorporated into findings and results. Special care was taken that interviewees and their organizations would not be identifiable at any stage of the research.

Moreover, data triangulation was used to overcome the validity issues and draw logical themes from data (Creswell 2007). Therefore, three sources of qualitative data collection were employed i.e., interviews, observation and document review (Merriam 2009). As the interviews were performed during normal work settings so, the whole process was also observed in terms of behavior, artifacts, gestures on the certain questions in the work setting chosen for study. The interviews were being recorded in parallel through video recording equipment with advance permission of interviewee (Creswell 2002).

The rationale behind selecting the semi structured interviewee method was to know at length about business analytics and its relationship with high performance and innovation in major areas of a business entity. Interview method was used effectively in conjunction with observation and document review to explore the hidden, unknown patterns about the field (Flick, U., Von Kardorff, et.all 2004).

In this paper phenomenological approach was used in conjunction with thematic analysis. This bilateral approach has served the study purpose to analyze themes that are based on specific experiences and feelings of selected individuals. Why phenomenology approach was mixed with thematic analysis in study; reason being that employees working in automated analytic environments have different experiences, perceptions than people working in organizations relying on manual analysis and reports. Moreover the ERP tools, implementation and professionals’ experiences also vary from company to company (Li Fang & Sylvia Patricia 2005). A manager who started his job in a company which has implemented its business analytics application several years ago will have different feeling than those who moved from manual analysis to automated one.

This phenomenon based work can’t be only served through thematic approach alone. The understanding of the distinctive experiences has elaborated the concept clearly. Data saturation is when no new information appears and was the aim during data collection in this study. Creswell (2002) has suggested that there is a minimum of five interviews needed in qualitative studies. Beside this, thematic analysis has adequately summarized and identified
themes from large sets of transcriptions. This approach offered to highlight similar and varied themes across same question (see table 02). Researcher has extended the sample until nothing new was heard from participants (Patton 2002; Ezzy 2002; Higginbotham et al. 2001). The emerging themes were carefully combined and categorized into related patterns to give meaning to fragmented ideas, views, and experiences of professionals (Leininger, 1985, p. 60). This piecing together has facilitated the study to portray comprehensive picture of collective experiences (Leininger, 1985). The emerging link of Business Analytics with Business breakthroughs was highly visible. Then transcribe conversations and these collected themes were sent to informants for their feedback and verification.

FINDINGS

11 professionals were interviewed to know the first hand information on the usage, benefits, barriers and learning took place in organizations since implementation of some analytics application. Semi structured interview guide, document review, observation methods and experience of researcher ensured the data saturation as per research objectives (Russell Bernard and Gery W. Ryan 2010). Professionals were also asked to briefly elaborate on their previous/existing manual business analysis experience as compared with automated information available since its implementation. Professionals from organizations who are not using any sort of analytics application were also interviewed to know their work experience, pace of development and satisfaction with existing system (Thomas McCarty, Praveen 2004).

An interviewee (P2-table01) working in the manufacturing section said that application is in process for the last 4-5 years. He talking on the benefits of business analytics informed;

“We have recently developed performance metrics to accurately gauge effectiveness of analytics tools. Starting from Cycle time to information (CTI) metric which measures the time taken from occurrence of technical problem to identification of its root causes and recommendation provided by the system for appropriate action. Then Cycle time to action (CTA) metric is a metric which help us measure the time passed between information available to a manager and action taken. These metrics have really helped us to know efficiency and comparison of the managers on critical problems and their solution. ”

On interviewing a professional who was working in a retail store (P9-table01) provided us additional insights on the way business analytics tools are being used in this area and process
innovation introduced by staff based on this data to facilitate the shoppers (Davenport2010). The manager informed us;

“Business Performance is dependent upon the ever better and timely decisions. Some time back, we has not even imagining this data can be analyzed for our good. We have used the simple analysis of shoppers’ behaviors on particular days in a week. We are stacking the products and filling our racks as per the information gained from analytics tools. What items should be kept parallel to each other. On the basis of this identified requirement our staff was able to design a unique rack style for attractiveness. This has been copied with our permission by a nearby store. ”

The study was also expanded to know the benefits of business analytics in healthcare. In healthcare field the application of automated system to improve information flow and serve patients is known as “ Healthcare Informatics” (Carte, T., Schwarzkopf 2005). Interview with an experienced healthcare executive (P3) from a reputed health entity of the country was arranged. He informed us;

“The organization is employing the use of informatics in almost every related field from patient registration to discharge from hospital and routine visits. Informatics has not only provided us with paperless medical records but also facilitated across expedited diagnosis, course of treatment and dietary plans all are integrated in the application. We are using this in professional competence evaluation as well. What we are taking from the system have much worth than our investment”.

He further narrated that;

“There is wide gap in Pakistan in this field as compare with neighboring countries. We can use technology to deal with local health problems and achieve better health outcomes. Bangladesh has deployed the technology to electronically register births and issue e-identification cards which facilitate in immunization and school admissions. India is ahead in this field where many private hospitals are making use of innovative technology to improve healthcare system”.

Analytics applications are being used by professionals to be competitive, introduce timely new services and serve customers better (Shanks, Graeme 2011). Another respondent working in
services industry (P6) informed creation of advance knowledge about the customer processes was observed after implementation of analytic application which proved helpful in opening up the gateway to innovation (Sergey 2011):

“Although we were having some information through old way but how to convert the information into knowledge and how to access this in the event of problem was not known. In services area, it is very crucial and you are forced to solve issues in a limited time. Knowledge about the previous transactions and recommending the newly developed services is the key to success of our business. So, developed knowledge is being used in many different and creative ways in right direction. It has helped us how on ......how to open up possibilities, how to open up other alternatives?”

One participant (P7) working in a services sector while discussing; how analytics is introducing breakthrough innovations in our organization informed;

“The analytics applications need to be deployed by organizations. This facilitate on unleashing the performance and potential of each and every staff member. In this way, we had obtained competitive advantage by being more aware of and timely responding to the market changes with our customized services. Our employees are the major ingredient to inculcate an innovative culture. HR analytics by .... vendor has really provided us value able insights on the employee performance, their suggestions, innovation and improvements brought in by each one.”

Collective opinions of participants for a few categories viz. a. viz challenges they had and are facing are given in table 02.

**Current State of Business Analytics in Pakistan Pacific**

BA tools and their positive impact on organizational performance has been realized by large companies, but in mid and small sized firms it's still in infancy. The decision makers and managers in such firms have some untested perceptions about role and effectiveness of BA tools in their settings. They perceive these to be very costly which are only suitable for large set ups. (Inc. Research 2012). The professionals and decision makers in SME seems unaware of the following benefits which were discussed by the professionals in this paper:
- This has introduced companywide improvements in quality, productivity and in turn our profit raised (P10)
- Now our data is more visible than before on key business dimensions (P1)
- This has enhanced analysis capabilities of our team (P11) with abilities in measuring, monitoring, analyzing process performance and predicting outcomes.
- Facilitate decision makers across operations in fields to explore available data from different wells in various angles(P4)

As discussed above the major force hindering organization in adopting business analytics tools is a faulty perception as applications are very expensive for small to mid size firms. Actually, professionals are unable to put in their effort to convenience top management that BA gains much higher than firms’ investments (Imran 2009).

Customer Services Manager of another SME manufacturing company (P5) discussed this as;

“BA is a good method to drive high performance, as I observed in other small organizations. But for me this involves extra costs to make it work adequately, and it’s not what we can achieve easily. I fear my current staff will not be able to deal with it as required so, I have never think having that”.

Executive Director of a public sector healthcare organization in Pakistan (P8) stressed on the need, analytics tools and techniques should be deployed by government’s healthcare institutions. He was of the view;

“In a previous organization, I have witnessed application on not only decreasing cycle time to treat patients but also reduced the cost which here in current organization being incurred in collecting information again and again for the same patient due to manual file handling. There we were very conveniently getting and retrieving the case specific information and course of treatment but I have found the gap in my current role and my department has to rely on lot of manual work, this time can be saved to focus on other value added activities”.

While talking to a senior banker of renowned private sector’s medium size bank (P10) it was known;

“Bank was managing its risk somewhat separately from its business line from years. Upon integrating analytics tool into SOPs to better manage enterprise risk and integrate customer transactions have not only lowered the risk but also
reduce financial costs and innovative offering to customers. The approach facilitated bank on winning ‘Bank of the Year …… Pakistan’ by the International Publication ‘The Banker’ in …….”

Current state of Analytics in HR functions
While talking on knowledge management, It was known HR professionals of surveyed organizations were in a fix on whether they are looking onto the whole scenarios of competence, trainings, compensation or just a part of each (Center AHR Studies at Cornell University 2010). Interviewees further elaborated (P2, P3, P4, P6,P9,P10); they thoroughly discussed how they were using their data to look deeper inside an issue and its communication to concerned rather preparing and sending the traditional reports that were seldom read. Organizations found solving their HRD issues through HR Analytics under ERP umbrella. It was informed that there is a dearth of qualified Business Analytics trainers and implementers in country. This is a major reason in failure or delayed or minimal outcomes from BA projects in the region. The trainers and consultants who are engaged to implement a certain system have direct relation with its successful, failure and employee’s motivation on the same (Li Fang2005, Ali Sajid 2002, Seddon P.2010). This paper make researcher aware of analytics worth at HR to understand some hard concepts and their practical links, such as relationships between HR drivers and key outcomes, as well as how employee skills, capabilities, satisfaction and motivations’ are linked with business outcomes that are hard to quantify otherwise.

The Future of Business Analytics
Analytical solutions with qualitative data mining, analysis and advanced modeling features will be central to the ability of any industry to meet customer requirements as well as comply statutory and regulatory requirements. Performance improvements or innovation by use of BA will make companies in corporate sector to responding very fast to changing markets due to shrinking life cycles for products and service being offered. Implementing Business Analytics ensure survival of companies in the scenario (Imran et. al 2014, Accenture 2012). Future of analytics in the corporate sector cannot be discounted or overlooked. It is and will be a key ingredient of future. The study will only covers the selected business organizations in one country Pakistan. This can be expanded on knowing pace of innovation with Analytics in Pakistan or gauge Analytics competence gap.
Table 1  Profile Detail of Business Analytic Professionals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Performance Review freq</th>
<th>BA Tools</th>
<th>Working in Section</th>
<th>Competition</th>
<th>Nature of Organization</th>
<th>Size of organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Plant Manager</td>
<td>45-50</td>
<td>Bsc, Engineering</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>ERP, Excel</td>
<td>Mfg</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Textile Mfg</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>Dy, Mgr</td>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>Weekly/Monthly</td>
<td>SAP, Excel</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Autopart Mfg</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>QI Manager</td>
<td>35-40</td>
<td>MHS</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Oracle, Sigma XL</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>TQM Mgr</td>
<td>35-40</td>
<td>Bsc, Engineering</td>
<td>Daily /Monthly</td>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Oil &amp; Gas</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>Operation Mgr</td>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>FMCG</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>Operation Mgr</td>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>ERP, Minitab</td>
<td>Mfg</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Services</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mfg Manager</td>
<td>35-40</td>
<td>Bsc, Engineering</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>ERP, Excel</td>
<td>Prod</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Services</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>QE Manager</td>
<td>40-45</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>QE</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>Asst. Mgr QA</td>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td>Monthly /Quarterly</td>
<td>ERP, Excel</td>
<td>Customer services</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Manager System</td>
<td>35-40</td>
<td>Msc</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>Analytics</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>Customer Manager</td>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Weekly / Monthly</td>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>Services</td>
<td>SME</td>
<td>FMCG</td>
<td>SME</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:  BA: Business Analytics,  Mfg: Manufacturing
Table 2: Collective Themes Carefully Categorized by Researcher with their Linkage to Research Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linking Questions</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Collective Responses on Challenges (Phenomenological Themes)</th>
<th>Action (Phenomenological Themes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (DE)</td>
<td>Performance Mgt</td>
<td>Before application of BA, Performance measurements were not integrated (people, process, market dealt with separately etc). This was consuming resources and time.</td>
<td>BA is serving us in areas where human being can’t exactly analyze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 (RW)</td>
<td>Knowledge Management</td>
<td>Miss-management of data and reports. Loss of valuable information. Information obtained was hardly available at time when required in future.</td>
<td>BA enabled us to develop web portals which our employees are using to share experience, provide ideas and solve problems across multi sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (DE), Q2 (IADSB), Q3 (RW), Q4 (CI), Q5 (VCA)</td>
<td>Information Management</td>
<td>Usually unavailability of relevant information at the time of problem occurrence and when information was available it was the challenge how an effective action can be taken.</td>
<td>Previously, getting a little bit delayed information on the problems. The metrics were developed like CTR, CAA, CTI to gauge information spread and relevance of action.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Innovation (Breakthroughs) | Innovation (Customer Behavior) | Breakthrough innovation can’t be achieved in isolation. Buying habits and patterns of different customers/shoppers group were not known. Bank was unable to determine risk involved in certain transactions. | With customized BA applications Organizations started learning how to effectively work in teams, creative ideas provided by per team per annum.

| Q3 (RW), Q4 (CI), Q5 (VCA) | Analytics Competence Building | - New hires and employees over 50 years are not competent enough to use Analytics tool on daily basis. Later were reported more resistant to learn the new discipline. - Dearth of Business Analytics Application Training Providers - Predictive Analytics is not taught as a core subject in MBA or even MS-TOM disciplines - Sometime Competence of Firms helping deploy analytics tools may be questionable | - Business Analytics made this possible to learn the behaviors of shoppers on certain time of day/week with innovative offerings to customers. - Use of integrated banking system providing information on applicants banking experience and credit history. Since Application of Healthcare Informatics; a new pattern of Patients, physicians, pharmacists and administrators’ care relation was emerged with Paperless healthcare environment. |

CONCLUSION

The study has helped on adding to existing theory of business analytics and its relation with high performance which in some extent was already there. The important theoretical contribution was to know how business analytics and innovation are interwoven. Moreover, research has also explored how knowledge can be automatically created, stored, retrieved in event of possible use. This characteristic found useful by professionals. Professionals in BA environments are easily distinguishing among the required and redundant knowledge.

On practical implications, it was known through the study that manual analysis in firms using traditional computer tools is becoming obsolete because these tools are only able to provide reports on past performance and relationship of two or limited set of variables at a time but with advance analytic application managers can evaluate as many variables as they want to
gauge the relationship (if any) exists between them. Moreover, as discussed it will help professionals in timely finding solution to operational problems. With application of analytics tools Professionals will be able to measure performance for required period. The application is also adding to improvement suggestions from employee and it was known this has enhanced suggestions per employee per year.

LIMITATIONS & SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The study has a few limitations which can be overcome in future studies. Firstly, the data was of one region which may not be able to prove the findings in some other phenomena. So it is suggested future studies be conducted with more data in other regions of Asia or world. Secondly, the study was conducted in three major cities of Pakistan (Lahore, Karachi, and Islamabad) using purposive sampling approach from almost all major areas of business i.e. manufacturing, banking, healthcare and retailing. So, we may not have been reached to a few more professionals who are working in the field since long or doing this in some better way. So, studies should be conducted to test this in a single business arena (e.g. healthcare, retail etc.) or other countries of the region.
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